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Sky Map of the Northern Hemisphere. 
(http://www.britannica.com) 

Mapping the Invisible 
Matt Bayliss, Walter Glogowski & Chaz Shapiro 

 
 

Introduction 
 

Cartography is defined as the art of map-making.  The science of astronomy is the 
characterization and study of the heavens. The two are intimately connected. As 
we have learned from the background material, the histories of the art and of the 
science can be traced back to a common origin more than 18,000 years ago.  
Besides this common origin, mapping is a fundamental prerequisite to the study of 
astronomy.  Any attempt to study the pieces that make up the universe around us 
will not succeed without a reliable map to find those pieces.  The sky is very big 
and our viewpoint is constantly changing, which is why astronomers are obsessive 
about mapping the skies as accurately and completely as possible. 
 
In this lab we will investigate some of the methods that astronomers use to create 
thorough maps of the universe.  However, the only information available to 
astronomers is the light that reaches Earth from distant sources, and this limitation 

places a unique restriction 
on the techniques available 
to study and map the 
universe.  With the 
exception of other objects in 
our own solar system, 
astronomers can never 
travel to an object in space 
in order to study it – and so 
astronomers cannot map 
space with the same 
techniques that 
cartographers have 
traditionally used on the 
ground.  Because light is 
the only information 
available to us, it is crucial 
that we take advantage of 
all the light that we can, not 
only the light that our eyes 
can see. 
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Representation of full electromagnetic spectrum.  
(www.nasa.gov/centers/langley/science/FIRST.html) 
 

Review: The Full Electromagnetic Spectrum of Light 
 
 Recall that during the school year we observed that mixed “white” light can be 
broken up, or dispersed, into different wavelengths.  The colors of the rainbow 
encompass all of the wavelengths of light that the human eye can see – we 
commonly abbreviate these colors as “ROYGBV,” or red-orange-yellow-green-
blue-violet.  But there is light that our eyes cannot see that extends beyond both 
the blue and red ends of the visible spectrum.  We call the light that goes beyond 
the blue/violet end of the spectrum “ultra-violet” (or UV), and the light that goes 
beyond the red end “near infra-red” (or NIR).  UV light is “blueward” of the light that 
our eyes can see, and similarly NIR light is “redward”.  Even more redward of near 
infra-red light we find “mid infra-red” light, and so on. 

 
The light that we see is 
just a small part of the full 
electromagnetic spectrum 
that extends all the way 
from radio and 
microwaves (redward of 
MIR) up to x-rays and 
gamma-rays (blueward of 
the UV).  These different 
names are all just 
different types of light, 
and the different types of 

light can carry different 
types of information about 
the universe.  For 
example, clouds of super-heated gas can be observed to “glow” in X-ray light but 
appear invisible at all at wavelengths seen by the human eye. 
 
An astronomer who limits himself or herself to observing the sky with only one type 
of light will only ever receive a small fraction of the information available, and will 
not be able to create a complete map of the universe.  In today’s lab we will 
experiment with taking images (astronomical data) using a variety of different 
types of light and study how images of the same object – or set of objects – can 
appear different depending on the type of light you are detecting.  We will then 
combine these different images in order to create a map that contains information 
carried by several different types of light, from the UV through the IR. 
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Part 1 – Light Beyond What the Eye Can See 
 
Before we start measuring the invisible, we must prove that light exists beyond the 
wavelengths that are visible to our eyes.  A very simple experiment can test the 
existence of invisible light, and can also demonstrate one of its common 
applications.   

 
For this experiment, the instructors will 
pass out a simple circuit to each team.  
BE VERY GENTLE WITH YOUR 
CIRCUIT OR IT WILL BREAK.  The 
circuit contains a battery, a buzzer, a 
switch, a sensor, and two clips that you 
may GENTLY move around.  When the 
clips are attached to the switch (See figure 
on the next page), flipping the switch will 
turn the buzzer on or off. 

 
The diagram above is called a “circuit diagram,” and it provides a guide to how a 
given circuit functions.  This circuit is a series of 3 components – the battery, the 
switch/sensor (depending on where you connect the clips), and the buzzer.   
 
Our first experiment will require you to replace the switch (which you turn from on 
to off by hand) with a sensor that acts just like a switch, except that you do not 
control when the sensor is on and off in the same way.  This sensor will ONLY turn 
on when light of a certain wavelength shines on the sensor from the correct angle, 
and the volume of the buzzer corresponds to how much light the sensor is seeing.  
This behavior is similar to the way in which your eye sends a signal to your brain 
whenever a certain kind of light hits your eye (after all, your brain acts like a really 
complicated electrical circuit).  Your eye only responds to a specific kind of light 
(what we call “visible light”), and the detector will also only respond to a specific 
kind of light.  The instructors will give each team a set of light emitting diodes 
(LEDs) and an LED tester that will light them up.  The LEDs are marked by the 
type of light that they produce, from visible to the near infrared.  Use the LEDs 
(and any other available light that you can think of) to discover what kind of light 
causes your sensor to turn on and activate the buzzer.   
 
Goal: 
To demonstrate that there exists light that our eyes cannot see. 
 
Materials: 

• Circuit (includes battery, buzzer, switch, sensor, clips) 
• LEDs that produce different wavelengths of light 
• LED tester 
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On the left half of this figure are two examples of the buzzer circuit you will be given.  These 
examples are configured to include the sensor in the circuit.  The right half of this figure shows 
the same two example buzzer circuits, but configured to include the manual switch. 
 

sensor 

Procedure: 
First, we will get used to what happens when the circuit is completed by the 
switch. 
 

1. Connect the clips to the two sides of the switch. 
2. Flip the switch from off to on – what happens? 
3. In your lab notebook, draw a diagram of your circuit as it is currently set 

up (with the switch as a part of the circuit). Be sure to label the battery, 
buzzer, and switch. 

 
Now we will use the circuit to find out what kind of light enables the sensor to 
complete the circuit, thus causing the buzzer to buzz. 
 

4. Disconnect the clips from the switch and attach them to the two sides of the 
sensor. 

5. In your lab notebook, draw a diagram of the circuit as it is now set up – 
make sure to label the battery, buzzer, and sensor. 

6. In your lab notebook, make a data table with one column each for: 
• LED wavelength 
• whether you can see the LED’s light 
• whether the LED’s light activates the sensor 

7. The sensor will turn on (that is, the circuit will be closed) when light of the 
right wavelength shines on it. Your goal is to determine what wavelengths of 
light will work. 
(a) Pick an LED to try out. 
(b) Use the LED tester to light up the LED. Can you see the light? 
(c) In your lab notebook, record the wavelength of light coming from the 

LED and whether you can see that light. 
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(d) Shine the LED on the sensor. 
(e) In your lab notebook, record what happens with the circuit – is the 

buzzer silent, soft, medium, or loud? 
8. Repeat all parts of step 7 for each LED and any other kind of light that you 

want to test. 
 

In your lab notebook, answer the following: 
• What kind(s) of light activates your sensor? 
• Which wavelength of light works the best? How do you know? 
• Can anyone in your team see the kind of light that activates the sensor?  

How can you tell? 
• Can you think of some common examples from everyday life in which 

information is communicated by light that is invisible to the eye?  List at 
least three simple examples. 

 
 
Part 2 – Taking Pictures of the Invisible 
 
We have seen how invisible light can be used to activate an electrical circuit (this 
is exactly the principle behind the average television remote control!).  Now it’s 
time to start trying to see the invisible.  In order to do this feat you must first 
become familiar with your primary instrument – the web camera, or “webcam.”  
Each group has a laptop+webcam that you will be using to take most of your data 
throughout this lab.   
 
By combining the webcams with portable laptop computers, you have your own 
mobile imaging instrument and data-storage device!  Spend about 5 minutes 
becoming familiar with your hardware and software.  Once we are familiar with our 
instruments, we will conduct a simple experiment to compare the ability of the 
human eye and the webcam to detect light at different wavelengths. 
 
How to use the laptop+webcam: 

1) From the desktop of the laptop, open the webcam software called 
“Webcam.”  Doing so will open a window that provides a real-time video 
feed of what the webcam is seeing. 

2) In the webcam software window, click on the button labeled “Snapshot” 
in the upper left corner to take a picture of whatever the webcam is 
pointed at. 

3) Get a better filename. The picture will be saved onto the laptop with 
some default filename.  There will be a folder on your computer desktop 
for each YSI group –Voyagers, Pioneers, and Mariners – be sure to 
save all of your files in the folder with your group name and 
change the filename to something that thoroughly describes the image 
so that you know what each image contains.   

Invisible Man 
Source: 
Benchtours.com 
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4) Record in your lab notebook the unique file name and some notes 
about each picture that you save. 

 
Once you are familiar with how the laptop+webcam works, we will use these 
instruments to measure different kinds of light, even light that your eyes cannot 
see. 
 
Goal: 
Take pictures of light, even in wavelengths that are invisible to your eyes.  
 
 Materials: 

• Webcam+laptop detector system 
• Light source and prism to produce a dispersed spectrum 
• Blank paper on which to project the dispersed spectrum 
• Pen or pencil 

 
The instructor will set up a bright light source and a prism so that there is a large 
spectrum dispersed onto a different piece of large graph paper for each team.  We 
will compare the dispersed spectrum that each member of your team’s eyes can 
see to the dispersed spectrum that your webcam sees. 
 
We will measure the length of the dispersed spectrum that your eye sees, and 
compare that to the length of the dispersed spectrum that the webcam sees to find 
out whether the webcam or your eyes can see a greater range of wavelengths. 
 

 In your lab notebooks, predict and write down how you think the 
spectrum your eye sees will compare to the spectrum that the webcam 
sees. 

 

 
 
 

Diagram of a prism dispersing a spectrum.  Though the graphic is black and white, recall that the 
colors of the spectrum can be abbreviated by “ROYGBV” – Red Orange Yellow Green Blue Violet.  

Image credit: http://www.school-for-champions.com/science/images/light_dispersion1.gif 
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Procedure: 
First, determine what region of the spectrum each team member can see. 
 

1. Using a pen or pencil and your team’s piece of graph paper, everyone in 
your team should take turns marking the graph paper at both the blue end 
and the red end of the spectrum. The region between these marks shows 
the range of wavelengths that your eye can see.   

2. Label your marks with “Eye” + your name or initials so that you can tell 
which marks belong to whom. 

 
Next, your team must work together to mark the blue and red extremes of the 
spectrum for the webcam by looking at the webcam image of the spectrum rather 
than the spectrum itself.   

 
3. Set up your webcam so that it is viewing the dispersed spectrum. 
4. Open the webcam software on the laptop so that you are ready to take 

images.  
5. Station one team member at the graph paper with a pen/pencil. 
6. The other team members, looking only at the webcam images, should 

instruct the team member at the graph paper when the pen/pencil is at the 
blue end of the spectrum that is displayed on the laptop by the webcam. 

7. Mark the blue end of the spectrum. 
8. Repeat steps 6 and 7 for the red end of the spectrum. 
9. Label these marks “Webcam” at both the red and blue ends of the 

spectrum. 
 
 
An example of marks indicating 
the spectrum that Mr. Bayliss 
can see.  Measuring the 
distance between these marks 
gives us a simple (and very 
approximate) measure of the 
range of wavelengths of light 
that Mr. Bayliss’s eye is 
sensitive to. 
 
 
 
 
When finished, everyone in your group should have made several sets of marks 
on the graph paper that correspond to the ends of the spectrum that each team 
member can see, as well as the ends of the spectrum that the webcam can see.  
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A measurement of the length between a set of marks gives us a rough but 
quantitative (numerical) idea of how many different wavelengths a webcam or 
someone’s eye can see.   
 

10. Measure the distance between your own marks labeled with “Eye” + your 
name and in your lab notebook, record this length along the spectrum that 
your eye can see. 

11. Measure the distance between the marks labeled “Webcam” and in your 
lab notebook record this length along the spectrum that the webcam can 
see.   

12. Find out how well you do compare to the webcam by taking a ratio: the ratio 
between these distances tells you the relative range of wavelengths that the 
human eye and the webcam can see.  For example, if the distance between 
“Webcam” marks divided by the distance between “Eye” marks is equal to 
2, that means that the webcam can see TWICE the range of wavelengths 
that the eye can see.  (Note:  this is a good approximation but not exact.) 

 
(The ratio of two numbers is the first number divided by the second number) 

 
Ratio  =        (webcam’s spectrum length)   

 
    (your spectrum length) 

 
13. In your lab notebook, record this ratio. 

 
In your lab notebook, answer the following: 

• Which is best suited for detecting a larger range of wavelengths of light: 
your eye or the webcam?   

• Does the webcam see the same spectrum that your eye does?   
• Was your prediction correct? 

 
Filters:   
So far we have investigated the full range of wavelengths that the webcam can 
detect and compared that range to that of our eyes.  For our last introductory 
experiment we will investigate how filters can be used to limit the range of 
wavelengths that reach your detector.  The instructors will distribute several filters 
– marked “One,” “Two,” and “Three” – that can be placed between your light 
source and your prism.   Place the first filter in front of your light source and 
observe what happens to the spectrum with both your eye and through the 
webcam.  Repeat with the other filters. 
 
In your lab notebook, answer the following: 

• What happened to the spectrum you could see when you put each filter in 
the path of the light? How was it different for each filter? 
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• Which part of the spectrum was affected by each filter?   
• Give a name to each filter based on what kinds of light the three filters 

transmitted. 
• What happened if you put more than one filter in at once? 

 
Part 3 – Mapping at Different Wavelengths 
 
Now that we’ve familiarized ourselves with the technology and some of the key 
concepts behind how astronomers use multi-wavelength observations to map the 
sky, it’s time to start taking some pictures!  You will spend the next few minutes 
taking some real “data” using your laptop, the filters and a webcam.  The lab 
instructors will also demonstrate a more exotic (and much more expensive!) 
instrument that measures radiation in the mid infra-red, which is located redward of 
the near infra-red on the electromagnetic spectrum. 
  
Goal: 
Take pictures in different wavelengths of the same object to get a multi-wavelength 
view. 
 
Predictions:  
Decide on a few “targets” that you want to take images of throughout the room.  
Targets can be practically anything – windows, people, etc.  Before taking any 
images, you should create a table in your lab notebooks like the one below, and 
predict how each target will appear differently at different wavelengths: 

 
 
 

Your Targets Predictions Observations 
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Materials: 
• laptop+webcam 
• filters 

 
Procedure: 

1. Choose a target and see what it looks like in different wavelengths: 
(a) Put a filter on the webcam. 
(b) Take an image using the webcam software. 
(c) Rename the file to something useful (like the name of the target + the 

name of the filter). 
(d) In your lab notebook, record your observations of what the target 

looks like at that wavelength. 
(e) Remove the current filter and put on a new filter. 
(f) Repeat steps (a) – (e) for each filter. 

2. Repeat for each target you chose. 
 
In your lab notebook, answer the following: 

• Were your predictions correct?   
• How different were the visible and near infra-red images?  
• Did the results depend on what you were taking images of?   
• Which image looks most like what your eye sees?   
• Which looks the least like what your eye sees? 

 
Now that we’ve taken a few test images in the lab room, we’ll add a slight twist and 
try a similar exercise in the dark (scary?!) corners of Yerkes Observatory.  The 
instructors will also have a research grade camera (borrowed from a program 
called SOFIA – the Stratospheric Observatory For Infrared Astronomy) that can 
see wavelengths in the mid infrared (light that is located redward of the near 
infrared).  This camera is sensitive to light that neither our eyes nor the webcam 
can detect.  Spend a few minutes observing what the dark room looks like with 
your eyes, your webcam, and with the SOFIA camera. 
 
In your lab notebook, compare the differences between what your eye, the 
webcam, and the SOFIA camera were able to see in the dark room.  Can the 
webcam see better in the dark than the human eye?   What about the SOFIA infra-
red camera?  Why might the room not be “dark” at all wavelengths? 

 
 
 
 
 
 

SOFIA aircraft 
Source: http://www.sofia.usra.edu 
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Part 4 – Your Head, the Star-Forming Region 
 
Thus far we have familiarized ourselves with some of the tools that astronomers 
use to map the observable universe.  Unfortunately, it’s not possible to spend the 
rest of this daytime lab actually observing the universe – things like the Sun and 
weather can make it quite difficult for astronomers to even get their hands on good 
quality data.  So instead of observing the real universe, we’ll spend the rest of this 
lab observing a fake universe that we can set up in our laboratory.  Afterwards, 
you will be able to go home and tell people that – for a few hours at least – your 
head was at “the center of the universe”! 
 
We will now use the multi-wavelength tools that we tested earlier in the day 
(webcam, filters, computer, etc.) to make multi-wavelength observations of a 
simulated star-forming region.  The entire universe is not made up of star-forming 
regions – in truth, the observable universe is full of many different kinds of objects 
and regions.  However, star-forming regions are some of the most interesting 
things in the sky as they are where stars are born.  Also, as star forming regions 
are very bright, they can be used to trace out the structure of galaxies. Observing 
our simulated star-forming region is an excellent way to learn about the basic 
principals behind multi-wavelength maps of the sky.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Goal:  
Use the webcam+laptop to observe a simulated star-forming region.  
 
Our simulated star-forming regions will consist of two things: 

1) A diorama (a miniature reproduction of several stars) that your 
instructors will provide. 

2) One volunteer from your lab group to place their head at the center of 
the diorama. 

 

Map of the Milky Way Galaxy made by William Herschel in the year 1785.  Note the random, 
irregular shape – we can see that Herschel’s map of the Milky Way looks like a blob of stars.  
Source  
(http://boojum.as.arizona.edu/~jill/NS102_2006/Lectures/MilkyWay/milkyway.html) 
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A modern map of the Milky Way made combining 
information from many different wavelengths.  Recall 
from the Yerkes Winter Institute that by using all of the 
available information, we can determine the spiral arm 
structure of our own galaxy.  Source: 
(http://antwrp.gsfc.nasa.gov/apod/ap050825.html) 

Note: It is crucial that the filters are the only things that change between 
different wavelength images of the simulated star-forming region.  The positions of 
the camera, the diorama, and the student’s head must remain the same. 
 
Procedure for Acquiring Data: 

1. Using your webcam + laptop, record and save pictures of the simulated star 
forming region. Take one picture with each of the filters that you tested 
earlier in the lab – so three pictures in all.   

2. Name each file appropriately and note in your lab notebook where you 
saved them onto the laptop. 

3. In your lab notebook, record for each image 
(a) the name of the filter used 
(b) your observations of how the “star forming region” appears in that 

filter. 
 

 
Data Analysis 

 
Now it’s time to use the raw data 
(pictures) to create a map of our “star 
forming region.”   
 
We’ll be using a user-friendly software 
package called Hands On Universe 
(HOU) to analyze the images that you’ve 
taken in more detail.  HOU is designed 
to work with astronomical data from 
telescopes taken with CCD (digital) 
cameras, and will allow you to make 
much more detailed, quantitative 
measurements about the properties of 
your images. The lab instructors will help 
you to become familiar with this 
software. 
 
HOU works with a specialized 
astronomical file format called a FITS 
(Flexible Image Transport System) file.  
The webcams, however, do not use this 
file format so we will first need to convert 
our images into FITS files.  The lab 
instructors will show you how to use a 
program to do this conversion. 
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Procedure for Data Analysis: 
1. In your lab notebook, make a data table similar to the one below. 
2. With help from the instructors, convert your images into FITS files.   
3. With help from the instructors, load these FITS files into HOU (be sure to 

keep them separate!). 
4. Have a look! Try to identify common features that appear in all three images 

– especially common “stars” (points of light). 
5. Looking at all three of your images, identify five objects or features (where 

features can be anything – nose, eye, forehead, point-of-light, etc) that you 
can locate in each image.   

6. Label each object or feature uniquely on each image. 
7. In your lab notebook, record your observations: 

(a) How similar are the different images?   
(b) In what ways are they different? 

 
Object/Feature Observations Brightness in 

Filter 1 
Brightness in 

Filter 2 
Brightness in 

Filter 3 
     

     

     

     

     

 
Now we are going to measure some quantitative differences between the different 
images that we have taken.  Because each different image is an observation of a 
different wavelength of light, we can measure which regions are brightest and 
dimmest in each wavelength.  Each image is a map of the parts of the simulated 
star-forming region that produce each different kind of light.   
 

8. Measure the brightness of a spot: 
(a) Select Data Tools  Aperture from the menus at the top of the 

screen.   
(b) Once you have selected the aperture tool, you measure the 

brightness of a spot by clicking on it.   
(c) You will be prompted to input a Radius and a Sky Radius – these 

two numbers tell HOU what parts of the image to use in order to 
measure brightness.  Reasonable values for these numbers are 
Radius=10 and Sky Radius=15, but you should test them by 
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selecting one star and measuring its brightness with different values 
of Radius and Sky Radius. 

(d) In your lab notebook, record the brightness of the object in that 
filter. 

9. Measure the brightness of all five objects in each of your three filter images. 
 
In your lab notebook, address: 
• It is important to note that the Aperture tool assumes that it is measuring the 

brightness of something circular.  Is this assumption always good for the 
objects you selected, or could it be a source of error?  Record in your 
notebook how this assumption might affect your measurement for each of 
your objects. 

• By examining your table of brightness values for each image, comment in 
your lab notebook on what features in our simulated star-forming region 
produce more of each different kind of light.  Which single kind of light by 
itself produces the most complete map of the simulated star-forming 
region?  Explain your answer, including what criteria you used to judge 
“completeness.” 

 
In order to compare different wavelength maps of our simulated star forming 
region we need to have a common coordinate grid on each map. We will print out 
a copy of each image that you took, and you will need to overlay a grid of 
coordinates onto each printed image so that we can get them properly aligned and 
compare common features.  This 2-dimensional grid assigns coordinates (call 
them ‘X’ and ‘Y’) to each point in a given image, but we have three different 
images!  We know that these images are of the same thing – they are all image 
maps of our simulated star forming region – and that means that all three images 
should have identical coordinate grids.  In order to ensure that we place identical 
coordinate grids on all three images we must use our list of objects (ideally stars) 
that appear in all three images and using those as common ‘landmarks’.  (One 
good way to begin is to find a star that appears in all three images and define that 
star as the origin (x=0, y=0) of your coordinate grid).  
 
So now we’ve mapped our simulated star-forming region in three different kinds of 
light.   The next step that astronomers would take in their analysis is to create a 
map that combines the information from the different wavelengths of light.  In 
reality, this process involves a lot of tedious work on a computer. However, we can 
take a shortcut around the tedium because of the way this lab was designed.  We 
can simply take a picture with the webcam without using any filters!  Without filters, 
the webcam will see the full range of light that to which it is sensitive (which is 
more than our eye can see – recall from the first part of this lab). 
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In your lab notebook: 
• Discuss how the combined image map looks compared to the three 

individual image maps.  
• Discuss why is it useful to have images made with three separate filters 

rather than just one image in all filters at once? 
 
 
BIG QUESTIONS: 
 
 
1) We have spent most of this lab determining what we can learn by comparing 
visible and invisible (to the human eye) light.  However, there are some places - 
such as the bottom of the ocean floor – that receive no significant light at all.  What 
methods would you use to map out the surface of the ocean floor?  Without being 
able to "see" the bottom of the ocean at any wavelength of light, how would you go 
about gathering information about it?  Think of at least two different ways that you 
could create a map of a part of the ocean floor without using light. 
 
2) One of the key points in this lab is that different wavelengths of light carry 
different information (and that information can be used for creating maps).  Now 
consider the importance of being able to distinguish between different wavelengths 
of light.  What did we use to control each of the different wavelengths of light we 
took pictures of with the webcam?  Most peoples' eyes are able to distinguish 
different wavelengths of light, but is there a term for people who cannot distinguish 
between different wavelengths of light?  How might such people be limited in their 
ability to navigate by eyesight? 
 
 
 


